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BBCTV NEWS – LOOK NORTH WEST – gave a full half hour’s coverage on 23rd March of the 
First Anniversary of the first Covid Lockdown– all centred on Blackburn Cathedral. 

The BBC’s ROGER JOHNSON described that the 4,161 candles each represented a life that was lost in 
Lancashire during the last year – and that prayers were offered by the Dean and Canons, and by many others 
who came to the cathedral throughout that day. 
 

We saw Head Virger MARK PICKERING lighting the candles… 
 
…and we were given views of our 
beautiful cathedral in deep mourning. 
 
There were reports from many people 
all over this region: stories of heroism 

and grief, stories of suffering and initiative (one 
boy had raised £200,000 to help those in need, 
although we weren’t told how he did it). It was all 
so moving and appropriate. 
 
THANK YOU, BBC 

 

https://blackburncathedral.com/
mailto:john.bertalot@gmail.com
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Musical Memories of a former CHORISTER, current CHOIRMAN, 
current HUSBAND and current CHOIR PARENT 

ED McCULLOUGH 
 
Growing up as the son of a vicar meant that the family moved around 
more than most people do. I was born in Lincoln, whilst Dad was at 
theological college. My brother, Alex, was also born in Lincoln, the 
following year, before the family returned to Lancashire for Dad’s 
ministry. 
 
Dad served his curacy at St Andrew’s, Ashton on Ribble in Preston. 
This was a parish with a strong musical tradition. It was where Mum 
and Dad made many friends, including David and Dorothy Wade. 
[Dorothy is a founder member of the Renaissance Singers.] Once Dad 
had completed his curacy he got his own parish at St Peter & St 
Paul’s in Rishton. This is where my brothers, Alex and Paul and I 
grew up. 
 
Rishton had a strong church choir, with good numbers. The choir was very active with the RSCM. During this time Dad spent 
some time as the local secretary for the RSCM. He was a printer by trade, before his vocation, so he was always meticulous 

when organising the printing of the annual RSCM Diocesan Service 
Books.  
 
During our time in Rishton, Dad also organised the Rishton Music Festival, 
which ran for a few years. There were some notable concerts, which all sold 
out. Carlo Curley’s concert sticks in my mind. The back row of choir stalls 
had to be moved to accommodate his access to the organ!! I also remember 
a concert by the John Bertalot Singers! (i.e. The Renaissance Singers) 
 
Music played a big part in family life. The whole family played the piano, 
with varying levels of accomplishment! In addition, I played the French Horn 
and my brother, Alex, played the trumpet. It seemed like there was always 
some sort or Associated Board practical or theory exam around the corner. 
 
My connection with the Cathedral started not long after I had started 

secondary school, at St Wilfrid’s. I think it is widely accepted, within our family, that the reason my brothers and I went to St 
Wilfrid’s was because of Howard Seymour and his music department. That and the fact 
that it was a church school. Living in Rishton, which falls in Hyndburn, we could have 
gone to St Christopher’s in Accrington but St Wilfrid’s had the edge because of the 
music. 
 
Shortly after starting at St Wilfrid’s, David Cooper came searching for new choristers. 
I’m not sure whether I volunteered or whether Howard volunteered me! I certainly don’t 
remember clearing it with Mum and Dad beforehand. As you can imagine, Sundays were 

quite busy in our house. I don’t remember thinking about the logistics of how I would get to Blackburn 
on Sundays when Mum and Dad were tied up with their own church! 
 
I do not remember much about my audition, but I remember that it was in the Lower School Hall. 
Howard introduced me to DC then left us to it. Needless to say I was recruited to the choir. It is a minor 
claim to fame that I was DC’s first recruit!  
 
The immediately most striking thing about joining the choir was the range and repertoire of the music. 
To someone who loves music this was incredible. There is no doubt that the exposure to all this music 

helped my musical education. It also improved my sight-reading. 

 
Now, not to speak unkindly of the choir at that time, there were a lot of opinions in the Song School! You will be 
pleased to know that this is still the case today! DC might have been wanting to try things a little differently than 
his predecessor, JB! I recall that there was some resistance to change, perhaps taking something a little 
slower/faster than had been done until then. Needless to say, the Director/Organist is the boss and, of course, 
DC did things his way. 
 

Coming from a parish choir, the psalms were much more fun to sing 
at the Cathedral. They skipped along in speech rhythm, as they 
should. DC loved psalms and I remember that we were always on 
top of these - no surprises or silly mistakes on Sundays! 
 

There were some memorable broadcasts. In particular there was 
the BBC TV broadcast of Midnight Mass at Christmas. I have 
never seen the broadcast (we didn’t have a video recorder back 
then) but I know that there are people that have a copy of the 
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recording. I would desperately like to see it and I will take this opportunity to put this plea out there, to 
anybody that can help. I know that Anthony Tatt had a copy of it, at one stage, but as he has cleared off to 
New Zealand I have closed that line of enquiry. I don’t remember much about the broadcast but I do 
remember that we sang Bairstow’s ‘Let All Mortal Flesh’ at communion - Derek Crompton and Peter 
Holroyd doing the solos at the end. That was a particularly exciting Christmas at the Cathedral. 
 
It wasn’t too long before I was joined in the choir by my brother, Alex. Together we forged many strong 
friendships, which have stood the test of time.  
 
Jeremy Kingston joined the choir as a Tenor. He was an old Wilfridian. He lived in Padiham (his dad was 
the vicar of Padiham) and I remembered him from school, but he was several years older than me. This 
proved handy for Alex and Me in Rishton, as he could give us a lift - these were pre-M65 days! This 
somewhat eased the burden on Mum and Dad. 
 
I’ve attached a photo of Me and Alex, in our choir prefect robes, 
taken by Roger Gibson, who took all the choir photos in those 
days. 
 
We were invited to sing at the Sons of the Clergy Festival at St 
Pauls. Being a 'son of clergy' this seemed quite apt! This involved 
an overnight stay in London. I am fairly certain that we sang 
‘Ascendit Deus’ by Peter Philips as our contribution to the service. 
I do remember that the other invited choir was Rochester and they 
sang ‘Locus Iste’ by Bruckner. The finale involved the massed 
choirs of Blackburn, St Pauls’ and Rochester singing  together. 
                       
   I think it was something by Haydn.  Another highlight of my time 
as a boy chorister was going to sing on the RSCM Cathedral 
Course at York Minster  under John Cooke 
 
 I was accompanied by a fellow prefect, Lee Miller. I remember we 
had to audition to go on the course. It was a fantastic experience, 
including the customary BBC Choral Evensong broadcast. The 
boys’ master was Martin Bussey and I particularly remember his 

anthem ‘Done is a Battle’ which was very 
dramatic. Years later we sang Martin’s ‘The 
Jesse Tree’ at the Advent Procession. I 
spotted him in the congregation and 
managed to grab a quick word with him. 
‘The Jesse Tree’ also features on our 
‘Natus’ recording, which we did under Sam 
Hudson. 
 
I've attached the team photo from that 
course. 

 I am standing       just in front of John 
Cooke. Interestingly, on John’s right is 
Simon Aiken. Simon was in training for 
ministry and he was later to become my 
Dad’s curate, at St Matthew’s in Burnley. 
 
 Future Cathedral tenor, Chris Broughton, 
was also on this course (back left on the 
photo). Chris was to become instrumental in 
me rejoining the Cathedral Choir, as a tenor, 
many years later. 
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Under DC we made a vinyl LP. The 
recording is notable for each piece 
being recorded as a complete take. 
There were none of the modern 
tendencies for doing ‘drop ins’ or re-
taking a particular section. As such, it is 
a good document of the choir at that 
time. We still have the Perspex block on 
the cover. It is one of our choir ‘relics’ 

which was briefly used as a trophy for the Head Choristers. 
  
The choir had a memorable tour to Denmark. The flight out to 
Copenhagen was particularly exciting as we were joined on the 
flight by the Liverpool Football Team, who were going on their 
own, pre-season, tour of Denmark. I remember lots of excited 
choristers running round the departure lounge, getting 
autographs. I’ve still got mine somewhere. Also onboard was the 
esteemed environmentalist and broadcaster, David Bellamy, 
who was very tall!! Paul Fielding has some recordings from the 
Denmark tour, which he shared with me, which again attest to the strength of the choir at that time. 
 

My time on the front row was coming to an end. We have got much better at marking these occasions in recent 
years, which JB had inaugurated but which DC had dropped! I just kind of shuffled onto the back row, where I 
sang alto then tenor for the next year or so. My brother, Alex, was still singing on the front row. I then went off, 
without much ceremony, on hiatus! 
 
I had a 10 year period where I did not do much singing at all. After a while, I became aware that Alex had 
started singing with Howard Seymour’s St George’s Occasional Singers (SGOS). Alex, being a Head Teacher, 
had stayed in touch with Howard much better than I had. The choir had been formed to provide the music at 
major, or significant, services at St George’s Church in Preston. I can’t remember the exact detail but somehow 
I ended up at a rehearsal, to be reunited with Howard, Margaret Seymour and several other old school friends. I  
then discovered none other than David and Dorothy Wade were also singing. (Dorothy was also a founder 
member of the Renaissance Singers). It was lovely to reconnect with them after all these years. 
 

SGOS steadily built and performed more concerts and services. Before too long we were arranging trips to sing 
services at various Cathedrals, including Hereford and Ely. However, it was one fateful trip to York that paved 
the way to me coming back to sing at the Cathedral. 
 
Chris Broughton had come along to sing at that weekend in York. The services all went 
very well and the choir sounded polished, as all Howard’s choirs do. At some point Chris 
said to me “When are you coming back to sing at the Cathedral?” I can honestly say that 
the thought had not entered my head until that point. However, once Chris had verbalised 
the thought we put the wheels in motion. He mentioned to Richard Tanner that I was 
interested and I went along to a Friday night practice. I had never met Richard before at 
this point. 
 
This pattern continued for a few weeks, with me just singing at Friday night rehearsals. 
After a few weeks Richard said “Well, I suppose I’d better hear you sing!” Such a warm 
welcome!! Ha! I sang a few things that we had been looking at. I remember that I didn’t sing particularly well. I 
wasn’t instantly invited to join! However, I did deputise at a few services, shortly after, and it as after these 
services that Richard invited me to rejoin the choir. 
 
After such in inauspicious start I am pleased to report that I formed a strong friendship with Richard. He is a 
great friend who I do not see enough of. Such was the close friendship that Richard and Pippa asked me to be 
one of Ben’s Godfathers. What an honour! There are too many tales to tell from this period, usually involving 
Tannertinis (Richard’s nuclear powered cocktails - strong enough to make me miss the start of a Sunday 
Eucharist! I’m not proud of that episode). 

 
After some time Richard invited me to sing with The Renaissance 
Singers. In particular, with a view to singing in a performance of 
Bach’s B Minor Mass (what a piece!). It was this invitation from 
Richard that led to me meeting my future wife, Victoria, who is a 
Doctor. (See photos L & R) She was working at the Royal Preston 
Hospital, and she came across Dr Rachel Thornton, the wife of Greg 
Morris Bbn’s sub. org. Victoria was looking for somewhere to sing and 
Rachel explained about Greg, which lead Victoria to the Cathedral. 
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Victoria is a lovely pianist (but shy about playing in public!). She has a lovely singing voice. Her claim to fame is 
that she was the first Head Chorister in the girls’ choir at Chester Cathedral. 
 
When we came to get married it was a grand occasion, involving the massed choirs of Blackburn Cathedral. We 
had a Nuptial Mass, so there was a lot of music in the service. Pippa sang the solo in Mozart’s Coronation Mass. 
James Davy composed an anthem, as a lovely and unique wedding present, which was sung by The Renaissance 
Singers. Please note the presence of Derek Crompton in the choir photo from our wedding (just R of centre back). 
I am honoured indeed!! 
 

There were many lovely concerts, tours and broadcasts under Richard. A particular highlight was singing Sunday Mass at 
Notre Dame in Paris. These have all been fully documented in ‘Music & More’ over the years. 

 
These continued under Sam Hudson. There was a tour of Belgium, which took in the battlefields and cemeteries. 
There was a poignant part of this tour, where we had the honour of singing at the Last Post Ceremony at the 
Menin Gate in Ypres. This is a daily occurrence. It reminded me of the Somme Service, which we had 
commemorated all these years at the Cathedral. My Great Grandad died on the Somme. He was one of the 
Preston Pals and he is commemorated on the Thiepval Monument in France. 
 
Over the years there have been so many highlights. As you are aware, I have now completed the circle from front 
row, back row to……..choir parent! Lucy and James are now choristers, following in their parents’ footsteps. 

I hope that they gain as much pleasure and reward from the choir as I did. Ed 
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We’ve recently heard from DAVID BRIGGS (internationally acclaimed brilliant organist) 

who gave his very first recital here in Blackburn when he was only 14 (and played his whole 
programme from memory). David was the Consultant for our organ’s 2002 rebuild – he regards 
our Blackburn organ as one of his favourites world-wide. 
David is now artist in residence at the ENORMOUS cathedral of St. John the Divine, New York 
City.  He writes: 
 
Dear John 
 

It’s so lovely to hear from you. We’re doing fine - I’m going up to Potsdam NY for my Covid 
vaccine on Friday - am very grateful for it. Have you had yours?  
 

As you probably know, we’re using an [American Bob] Walker digital organ at St. John the Divine, NYC at the moment. Our 
Skinner is out because of the dust created by the Palm Sunday 2019 fire. It’s the first electronic I’ve actually ever fallen in love 
with - it’s really very impressive in our acoustic. A couple of weeks ago I recorded Mathias Invocations, written for the cousin 
of the Blackburn organ at Liverpool Met! Here’s the link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hhg5z85CVck 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This piece was dedicated to Dr Noel Rawsthorne (the brilliant organist of 
Liverpool Anglican Cathedral) when he played it for the inauguration of the new 
organ in Liverpool Metropolitan Cathedral in 1967 
 

If you want a picture to ‘explain’ this music: imagine that it describes a display of fireworks –  
some brilliant and explosive, some gentle. 

============================================================= 
 

From Dr Roy Massey – Organist Emeritus of Hereford Cathedral  
                         where John Robinson was one of his choristers,  
                         and David Briggs his assistant organist! 

Hi John, 
 

Thanks for another ray of sunshine in the latest M&M and lovely to see the latest 
picture of the latest addition to the Robinson clan.    I just hope it won't be too long 
before life returns to something like normal in cathedrals and Quires and places 
where they sing. 
 

It was a handsome gesture by your cathedral authorities to make the crypt available 
as a vaccination centre and trust that the multi-racial inhabitants of your town have 
made good use of the facility and will continue to do so. 
 

Ruth and I had our second jab last week as the Gloucestershire Health Authority 
have been very quick off the mark in making it available.  Our first one was on 
December 17th.  I trust you have received yours and are keeping well in this strange 
world in which we are now living - so keep up the good work with M&M and the 
famous Bertalot ebullience at full pressure! 
 

With love from us both, 
As ever,  Roy 

http://track.smtpsendemail.com/17882/c?p=7r4Qmohue91X_C2bOV386dWWx-4XJ6J08plvX4v2vmZ4xmvgth922Yw6EE7hSUm_RQ9-vTPnR-3S5bl6mGx4v8d2vW2AJmyJGJdMqUPp-rkgdpT6rzq9VjSvbeaD36EbaAnJxy4qYCGRELCGGUk4SS4tHz03vgPaFVDRchcUvko=
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From Founder member of the Renaissance Singers,  MARGERY HOWARTH in Norwich… 

…of four, highly professional ‘cellists, letting their hair down playing ONE cello, for Ravel’s BOLERO 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZhTQhXnWbc  
================================================================================== 

 
We’re grateful to 

former chorister John 
West (son of former 
choirman Bernard 

West)  
who sent us photos of 
choirmen’s outings in 

the 1950s. 
 

There was a strong element of 
 ’We are Lancashire Men’ – for 

belonging to the Men’s choir was as 
much a pastoral Lancashire fellowship 

as it was a musical fellowship. 
 

No man ever missed a service or 
rehearsal except for illness. 

 
 

There are still some long-time choirmen who regard it not only as a privilege but also as their own deep-seated 
pastoral commitment to the cathedral which they serve and 
love. 

 

Mr Duerden can be seen centre in a light jacket. 
But also in that photo is the Chapter Clerk, Edgar Walker 
who was succeeded by his son, John Walker, whose wife, 

Sheila Walker 
many of us remember with great affection. 

 
John West asks: do the choirmen still have Annual Outings? 
No – they gradually died out during JB’s time, for there had 

been a strong North Country traditional element of 
 ‘Lancashire Annual Holidays’ about them which dissolved 

politically in the 1960s & ‘70s. 
 

But JB remembers his first choirmen’s outing 
in 1965 – when each man wore 
 a red rose in his buttonhole. 

JB (who came from Kent) had no idea what 
the red roses stood for!! 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZhTQhXnWbc
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In these endless months of lockdown when students have to study online  
and who, therefore,  lack the daily experience of interacting with their peers  

(which is one of the main benefits of a University education) 
it may be interesting to hear a first-hand account of University life as it was last century: 

 

When JB was visiting his Cambridge College 6 years ago 
their publicity department asked to interview him on camera 

to encourage others to try for acceptance to this most friendly College of CORPUS CHRISTI. 
This is the result – off the cuff! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DbsG-sW39NM  

JB’s memories of Cambridge 66 years ago 
(an interview with JB made by Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, in 2015) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GRADUATION DAY @ CORPUS! 
 

(L) Boris Ord my tutor, who had been 
Corpus’ first organ scholar! 

 
and King’s Chapel Organ  (R) 

on which JB played for his audition 
and later for a University major 

concert. 
 

Although we have Covid fears today, yet during JB’s years at Corpus we also had troubles: Many of us had fulfilled two years 
of National Service – but the world in those days actively feared nuclear war between Russia and the USA. We lived in almost 
daily dread of being called up to serve again, for real. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DbsG-sW39NM
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Many folk will have wondered why our cathedral was so recently swathed in plastic sheets: 
An avid reader of M&M, has sent these stunning photos of ‘pointing’ work 

which restored our cathedral’s exterior stonework. 
 

We are most grateful for the provision of generous funds  
which enabled this essential work to be carried through so successfully.  

 
TWO SETS OF PHOTOS: BEFORE AND AFTER 

 
Before                   After 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Before              After 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pointing and re-glazing                     

successfully completed 

 

 

With boundless thanks and congratulations to 
the skilful crafts-people who saved our 
cathedral for another 50 years, and for the 
generous funds which enabled this essential 
work to be completed. 
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We’re just in time to include this exquisite LENTEN MUSIC 
sung by our former choral scholar GREGORY TRELOAR 

who is now the new DIRECTOR OF MUSIC of 
 NOTTINGHAM CATHOLIC CATHEDRAL 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zOfuObT4yI 
 

We look forward to hearing how Greg will create a fine music programme in his Cathedral: 
  so stand by! 

 

 Former Blackburn Cathedral Organ Scholar HARVEY STANSFIELD 
has just issued a fascinating video in which he explores the magnificent organ 

of COVENTRY CATHEDRAL,  where he is now organ scholar: 
 

 
 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=D2rrwK-RZdg&feature=share 
 

 Harvey writes: “This all came about after being invited to give an online Zoom 
demonstration to the young Organists at the Junior Royal Northern College of 
Music.  
“As you may know the audio quality on Zoom isn't great for music so I put plans 
together to produce this short video demonstration which I'm sure you'll agree 
pulls out all the stops!”  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zOfuObT4yI
https://youtube.com/watch?v=D2rrwK-RZdg&feature=share
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TO CELEBRATE EASTER… 
here’s a video of JB conducting 

his own arrangement of 
‘THIS JOYFUL EASTERTIDE’ 

when he visited his former choirs 
at Trinity Church, Princeton, NJ 

as guest conductor in 2005. 
    
Originally composed for the choir of 

Blackburn Cathedral. 

As the camera was 
amongst the singers, the 

sound and balance are not 
good, but the spirit of 

ENERGY, JOY and 
COMMITMENT of these  
faithful and so intelligent 

Episcopalian Americans 
with whom JB worked 1983-

1998  is very clear. 

HALLELUJAH! 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/vl3nlthfqsly7na/This%20Joyful%20Eastertide%20JB.mp4?dl=0  

=============================================== 
Former faithful choirman PHIL HUNWICK’s grandson, WILLIAM, has just celebrated his 6th 
birthday. (You’ll remember that Phil has now moved to be near his son’s family near Alnwick 
Castle where CHRIS is archivist to the Duke of Northumberland.) 
 
Chris wrote to JB: Thanks for your suggestion that I should read A. A. 
Milne’s poem to William on his 6th birthday: ‘When I was One, I had just 
begun, When I was Two I was nearly new…But now I am Six I’m as clever 
as clever, And I think I’ll be six now for ever and ever!’ 
‘For the record, I read the poem out to him whilst he sat on  Geraldine’s 
knee, with Miranda and my Dad gathered round.’ 
 

 
Chris added: ‘William, rather perceptively, responded, "That's what Peter 
Pan said!".’ 
 
(‘I’ve never heard that comment before. William has a brain!’ JB) 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/vl3nlthfqsly7na/This%20Joyful%20Eastertide%20JB.mp4?dl=0
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From our Director of Music, JOHN ROBINSON: 
‘HARDLY ANY MUSIC’ – by order of the Govt. 

"After a year now of chaotic starts and stops, our most recent hopes - to bring our Cathedral Choristers back over 
Easter - had to be shelved, yet again. 
 

 Our zoom sessions on theory and sight-singing for them have continued throughout, (some wonderful progress 
being made) and when we do get to return, we will have many very happy young singers. 
 
 Our older boys' voices are not uniformly still trebles, and I share their pain very much at not having been able to 
see out their final days as trebles in the Cathedral to which they have given so much. As their voices settle, we 
will of course bring them back into our Cathedral Youth Choir.  
 
Our girls are sounding clear of voice in their sight-singing 
sessions, and I know all our choristers will thrive again once 
they are able to learn from each other's singing in person. 
Over the lock-down, I've been able to work on sight-singing 
in small groups, which has been really wonderful. While 
nothing like the expert that the distinguished editor of this 
magazine is (Dr Bertalot!!) I very much share his enthusiasm 
and joy in teaching this, as it transforms lives, and greatly 
increases the enjoyment of singing.  
 

Members of our adult Cathedral Choir 
team will re-group after Easter as well, 
when our volunteer singers will meet 
this year's Choral Scholars (Michael Hillesden - L. the brilliant Tenor, and 
Matthew Baldwin - R, the epic Bass!). It will also be splendid to welcome 
back the Cathedral Youth Choir. We are all watching the advice from the 
C of E avidly, to discover when we can start to resume such activities, and 
commence the rebuilding of our Cathedral Choirs. 
 
In the interim, it's been a great pleasure to work with our newly formed 
'Cathedra Voices,' a group created in answer to the guidelines on sizes 

and nature of choir. They've been incredibly flexible and hard-working, as we recorded music for 
all of Lent and Holy Week. We have been so blessed by the presence of Angela Hicks, who is 
normally everywhere on the world stage, but found herself back in Lancashire due to the 
Pandemic. These offerings will be used in the Cathedral's online worship. Three of those singers 
will be singing live over Easter as well.  
 
Although we aren't allowed to sing with our Cathedral Choirs, please do join us over Holy Week, 
in heart and spirit, online if that's safer, and may this Easter bring new life to us all." J.R. 

 

Here’s John Robinson’s Easter 
offering for us: 

 
Jean Langlais 
 

You can hear, so clearly, the repeated 
HALLE-LU-JAHS played in octaves at 
the beginning and also elsewhere. 
 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/16eg70693dx5exk/Incantation%20Pour%20un%20Jour%20Saint.mp4?dl=0  
 

Have you noticed that the cathedral choirstalls have been moved?...  
alongside the Bishop’s Cathedra. 

Read all about the re-ordering of the cathedral’s key furniture in our next issue. 

Incantation Pour un Jour Saint 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/16eg70693dx5exk/Incantation%20Pour%20un%20Jour%20Saint.mp4?dl=0

